Boutique Firm
Now Focuses
Only on
Critical Cases

Due to lawstore’s virtual legal drafting
services, the boutique firm is able to dedicate
their time and effort toward other lucrative
and compelling tasks, be it legal, sales, or
networking.

Alternative Legal Research and Writing Arrangements
A boutique law firm founded by two attorneys in California, which
offers customized legal services to its clients throughout the world,
was inundated with complex cases. The firm wanted to center its
attention only on the most critical cases so it decided to outsource a
portion of its cases to lawstore’s expert virtual attorneys.

A Range of Practice Areas
The firm has a large practice area mainly focusing on AntiSLAPP, Arbitration, Business Litigation, Class Action, Commercial
Transactions, EDD Claims and Audits, Employment, and Wage
& Hour Matters. It submits legal research and writing work
(research memos, motions, briefs, pre-trial support documents
and discovery documents) with regard to cases in these
practice areas on a daily basis to a dedicated lawstore team
along with the deadline, instructions, and samples.
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An Exclusive Team of Attorneys
The lawstore team designated to work on these
cases consists of an exclusively assigned offshore
senior legal associate, who is supervised by a
Lead Attorney and a Project Manager. Once
the legal associate completes the final draft, the
onshore Senior Project Lead checks it to ensure
consistency in quality, procures feedback from the client, and makes necessary changes in time for the
court.
So far, the firm has used lawstore’s legal services to draft motions for summary judgment, meet and confer
letter, motion to compel discovery responses, discovery requests for the superior court of California,
research memoranda, discovery requests for the American Arbitration Association and more.

Efficiency, Cost Savings and other Benefits
The lawstore team provides the final product well within the due
date, devoid of hassles for the client. Due to lawstore’s virtual legal
drafting services, the boutique firm is able to dedicate their time and
effort toward other lucrative and compelling tasks, be it legal, sales,
or networking.
The firm, repeatedly impressed by lawstore’s high quality work,
quick turnaround time, and affordable pricing, has expressed its
desire to continue its partnership with lawstore for many years
ahead.
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